We study compactifications of D-dimensional de Sitter space with a q-form flux down to D − N q dimensions. We show that for (N − 1)(q − 1) ≥ 2 there are double-exponentially or even infinitely many compact de Sitter vacua, and that their effective cosmological constants accumulate at zero. This population explosion of Λ 1 de Sitters arises by a mechanism analogous to natural selection.
Introduction
There's typically more than one way to compactify a higher-dimensional theory. Different ways give rise to different lower-dimensional theories with different cosmological constants. In this paper we will study the distribution of the cosmological constants of compactified vacua.
There is a common lore that the distribution of four-dimensional de Sitter vacua has no special feature as Λ → 0 + . And indeed this common lore is borne out in two well-studied models: the Freund-Rubin (FR) model [1] [2] [3] , which has dynamical extra dimensions but only a single internal q-cycle wrapped by a q-form flux; and the Bousso-Polchinski (BP) model [4] , which has many internal q-cycles, each individually wrapped by a q-form flux, but which fixes the geometry by fiat. In this paper we will see that the common lore does not apply when we combine these features: when we have dynamical extra dimensions compactified on a product manifold.
We will show that a D-dimensional de Sitter vacuum begets exponentially or even infinitely many dS D−N q × (S q ) N vacua whose cosmological constants accumulate at zero. This population explosion arises by a mechanism analogous to natural selection. Compactifying once (N = 1) gives a family of first generation vacua with a range of cosmological constants. Compactifying again (N = 2) assigns a family of second generation vacua to each first generation vacuum.
Since the number of offspring of a given vacuum is inversely proportional to its cosmological constant, and since the progeny all inherit a Λ no larger than that of their parent, sequential compactification naturally selects for the trait of having a small cosmological constant. By the N th generation the distribution of de Sitter vacua is strongly peaked at Λ = 0. These compactifications do not have a cosmological constant problem, in the sense that (when (q − 1)(N − 1) ≥ 2) the cosmological constant in a generic de Sitter vacuum is doubleexponentially sub-Planckian. These compactification do, however, have another problem no less severe: the KK scale in a generic vacuum is near the Hubble scale, and is therefore also double-exponentially sub-Planckian. Nevertheless, the accumulation point persists even when restricting to de Sitter vacua with a KK scale arbitrarily higher than the Hubble scale.
Bousso-Polchinski compactifications: no accumulation
In the Bousso-Polchinski model, the extra dimensions are fixed by fiat, and the effective fourdimensional cosmological constant is uplifted by the q-form flux:
where g is the quantum of magnetic flux and n i ∈ Z is the number of units wrapping the ith q-cycle. For Λ no flux < 0 this gives rise to a landscape with both AdS (small n i ) and dS (large n i ) vacua, but if the n i get too large, the energy density exceeds the cutoff and perturbative control is lost. The number of de Sitter vacua that lie beneath this cutoff is exponentially large in N , but finite; a typical vacuum has a cosmological constant just below the cutoff. Since nothing picks out Λ = 0 as special, the distribution of vacua is flat through zero, as is shown in Fig. 1 .
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where F q is a q-form flux with q ≥ 2, Λ D is a cosmological constant, and M D is the Planck mass. We can compactify this down to D − q dimensions where the internal manifold is a q-sphere uniformly wrapped by n units of the q-form flux. The (D − q)-dimensional Einstein-frame effective potential for the radius R of the sphere is
with the lower-dimensional Planck mass defined by M
The curvature term (the second term) makes the extra dimensions want to shrink, but the flux term (the third term) buttresses the extra dimensions against collapse, creating a minimum of the potential, as shown in Fig. 2 . The value of the lower-dimensional cosmological constant is set by the value of the potential in this minimum Λ D−q ≡ V D−q (R min ). A small value of gn gives rise to an AdS minimum and a larger value gives rise to a dS minimum; when gn is too large, however, there is no minimum of any kind. Unlike in the BP model, the reason the minimum disappears is not that the energy density becomes too large. Instead, the minimum disappears because the flux has swelled the extra dimensions so much that they get caught up in the Hubble expansion and decompactify. The value n max at which this occurs is that for which
is the D-dimensional Hubble scale. At n = n max , all three terms in the effective potential are approximately the same size, so g 2 n How many N = 1 de Sitter minima are there? The allowed flux values are evenly spaced in n, so a good proxy for the number of vacua is to treat n as continuous and to evaluate the length in n-space. The total number of vacua is therefore set by Num D−q ∼ n max ∼ H −(q−1) D /g. Since q ≥ 2, the total number of lower-dimensional minima is thus inversely proportional to the higher-dimensional cosmological constant-lower de Sitter are fitter and give rise to more offspring. The fraction of these offspring that are de Sitter is O(1) and independent of H D ; the distribution of their c.c.'s is smooth through Λ D−q = 0 and is plotted in the right pane of Fig. 2 . This distribution is well approximated by a step function R small n large n 
N = 2: de Sitter accumulation
The BP landscape and N = 1 compactifications of de Sitter both have smooth distributions of vacua through Λ = 0. We will now see that the same is not true for N ≥ 2. We begin with the same higher-dimensional action, Eq. 2, except rather than compactifying on a single q-sphere, we're going to compactify on N individually-wrapped q-spheres. (A (1 + 1)-dimensional version of this landscape was studied in [6, 7] . The full spectrum and perturbative stability of these compactifications was studied in [8] .)
Let's begin with N = 2. The (D − 2q)-dimensional effective potential can be derived by iterating Eq. 3:
where
. Though not manifest in this form, the potential is symmetric under the exchange of 1 ↔ 2.
How many dS D−2q minima are there? The easiest way to think about this is in terms of sequential compactification-in terms of first compactifying from D to D − q dimensions, and then compactifying from D − q to D − 2q. The first compactification gives rise to a flat range of Λ D−q 's, as in Fig. 2 . Each of those daughter Λ D−q 's then gives rise to its own range of granddaughter Λ D−2q 's with a distribution that is again flat. The total distribution of granddaughters is given by a convolution, as shown in Fig. 4 . The distribution of Hubbles is = 0, and the singularity is integrable for q = 2, logarithmic for q = 3, and power-law for q ≥ 4. Another way to think about this singularity is in terms of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 5 . While in the BP model the codimension-one surface of Minkowski vacua was a sphere, as in Fig. 1 , here the Minkowski surface is a hyperbola. There is a critical value of n 1 indicated by the dotted line to which this hyperbola asymptotes. When n 1 is less than this value, the first compactification is to AdS D−q so all values of n 2 give rise to minima, but all those minima are AdS D−2q . When n 1 is greater than the critical value, the minimum can be either AdS D−2q or dS D−2q or there can be no minimum at all, depending on the value of n 2 . When n 1 is only just above the critical value, Λ D−q is only just above zero, and there are de Sitter minima for a large array of n 2 all of which have small cosmological constants. In other words, the large number of dS D−2q 's is coming from the 'de Sitter tails' on the phase diagram. The continuous approximation means that we are using area in this phase diagram as a proxy for the number of vacua (the number of grid points). We will show later that flux quantization generically replaces the infinity with a double-exponentially large number. ) whose solution is
Equation 11 gives the distribution of de Sitter vacua near zero for all values of N ≥ 1, q ≥ 2, and p ≥ 3. For N = 1, the distribution is always flat; but for higher N the distribution diverges at Λ p = 0: this divergence is integrable for (N −1)(q −1) ≤ 1, logarithmic for (N −1)(q −1) = 2 and power-law for (N − 1)(q − 1) ≥ 3. For p = 4 & q = 2, Eq. 11 gives
consistent with the answer found by a different route in [9] .
Quantization and infinities
We have found an infinite volume of n i -space that corresponds to de Sitter minima. However, the allowed values of n i are restricted to integer grid points since flux is quantized, and an infinite volume need not enclose an infinite number of grid points. Consider the N = 2 phase diagram in Fig. 5 . If the coupling g is just right, the grid of allowed n i will lie exactly along the de Sitter tail, and the infinite flux volume will enclose an infinite number of de Sitter vacua. However, for generic g the grid will straddle the de Sitter tail and there will only be a finite number of de Sitter vacua. While generic g gives a finite number of dS vacua, that finite number is double-exponentially large. We can see this by again treating the compactification sequentially. After the first round of compactification, the Hubble of the smallest de Sitter daughter is typically
The Hubble of the smallest de Sitter daughter of the smallest de Sitter daughter . . . of the smallest de Sitter daughter is therefore typically
Since this calculation drastically underestimates the smallness of the smallest positive cosmological constant, this establishes that a generic de Sitter vacuum lies double-exponentially close to Λ p = 0.
Discussion
We have shown that if you can construct a D-dimensional de Sitter, it will give rise to doubleexponentially many lower-dimensional de Sitters, with double-exponentially small cosmological constants. While the KKLT construction of de Sitter [10] only works for D = 4, there are noncritical string theory constructions of de Sitter for any D [11] , indicating that our mechanism should operate in the full string-theory landscape.
For a landscape in which our mechanism operates, there is no cosmological constant problem, in the sense that typical de Sitter vacua have extremely sub-Planckian cosmological constants. There is however a radion mass problem, in the sense that typical vacua also have extremely large internal dimensions. Indeed, the lower-dimensional Hubble scale and the KK scale are linked. In the N = 1 case, H D sets the natural scale for both quantities; for general N , it is the (N −1)st generation's Hubble that sets the natural scale, so typically m KK ∼ R
Since the KK scale is so low, a typical de Sitter vacuum in this landscape looks nothing like our own (to say nothing of the absence of the Standard Model). There are, however, rarer vacua that have a larger KK scale. How many of these rarer vacua there are depends how we characterize the largeness of the KK scale. One way to characterize it is to compare m KK to H p . While typical vacua have H p ∼ H p+q ∼ m KK (they have inherited their parent's Hubble), there are rarer vacua for which H p H p+q ∼ m KK so that m KK /H p is large. Because the distribution of vacua one generation down is flat, as in Eq. 4, restricting m KK to be greater than some huge number times H p just multiplies the number density by some overall tiny factor, but leaves the shape of the distribution untouched: the subset of vacua with M p m KK H p still accumulates at Λ p = 0. On the other hand, another way to characterize the largeness of the KK scale, which might be preferable to a four-dimensional effective field theorist, is to compare m KK to a four-dimensional energy scale like the TeV scale. This puts a restriction on the size of the extra dimensions and obliterates the accumulation point.
Non-gravitational physics knows nothing about Λ = 0 and so cannot give a landscape with a special feature at zero. We have demonstrated a mechanism that picks out Λ = 0 for a fundamentally gravitational reason. This mechanism can generate a double-exponentially large number of four-dimensional de Sitter vacua and naturally select a small cosmological constant.
